FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NOTIFIER EXPANDS EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
LINE TO BETTER SERVE ALL FACILITY TYPES, SIZES
New FirstCommand System Developed to Offer Smaller Facilities a Simple
Emergency Alert System
WOODBRIDGE, ONTARIO, June 16, 2014 – NOTIFIER by Honeywell (NYSE:
HON) today introduced the FirstCommand emergency communication system
(ECS), designed to seamlessly interface with virtually any commercial fire alarm
to provide a system for broadcasting live voice messages, recorded general
messages and emergency alerts. By leveraging the code-required single-channel
voice evacuation in buildings with over 1,000 occupants FirstCommand offers
small, standalone facilities a solution that is both economical and highly-reliable.
“The demand for a suitable ECS for smaller buildings like retail outlets, churches
and theatres is steadily rising,” states Howard Diamond, NOTIFIER National
Sales Manager, Canada. “Our goal was to make a flexible system that people
could depend on and easily understand how to operate just by looking at it.”
As many as 14 pre-recorded messages can be customized for a facility to utilize
for emergency alerts, as well as day-to-day notifications. With a message length
of up to one minute for each of the 14 messages, FirstCommand can support
detailed instructions and bi-lingual communications. This system can also be
used for non-emergency functions such as live paging or background music.
FirstCommand joins NOTIFIER’s broad line of fire alarm and emergency
communication solutions, capable of protecting facilities and campuses of any
size or type. Whether intending to reach occupants within a building or people in
an outdoor stadium, or across an expansive military base, NOTIFIER’s
communication systems deliver highly effective, attention-grabbing results.
Graphic displays, LED signage, and even distributed recipient technologies such
as email, text messages and computer pop-ups are additional capabilities
NOTIFIER offers to help facility managers and security directors ensure the right
messages reach the right people.
More information on FirstCommand and other NOTIFIER fire alarm and
emergency communication solutions is available on www.notifier.com. To locate
a local NOTIFIER engineered systems distributor for a product demonstration,
contact a regional sales manager.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: High- and low-resolution images of NOTIFIER’s
FirstCommand and other fire alarm and emergency communications products
are available online. Please direct all NOTIFIER leads to Marissa Guillen at
marissa.guillen@honeywell.com.
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ABOUT NOTIFIER
NOTIFIER, part of the Honeywell Fire Systems group, is the largest manufacturer of engineered fire alarm
systems with more than 400 authorized distributors worldwide and regional support operations on every
continent. NOTIFIER’s extensive fire alarm, life safety and mass notification offerings include standalone,
networked and integrated solutions, plus graphic interface monitoring systems for facility managers and first
responders. Visit www.notifier.com for more detailed information.
ABOUT HONEYWELL
Honeywell (www.honeywell.com) is a Fortune 100 diversified technology and manufacturing leader, serving
customers worldwide with aerospace products and services; control technologies for buildings, homes and
industry; turbochargers; and performance materials. Based in Morris Township, N.J., Honeywell's shares are
traded on the New York, London, and Chicago Stock Exchanges. For more news and information on
Honeywell, please visit www.honeywellnow.com
OF NOTE
This release contains certain statements that may be deemed "forward-looking statements" within the
meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements, other than statements of
historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that we or our management intends, expects,
projects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Such
statements are based upon certain assumptions and assessments made by our management in light of their
experience and their perception of historical trends, current economic and industry conditions, expected
future developments and other factors they believe to be appropriate. The forward-looking statements
included in this release are also subject to a number of material risks and uncertainties, including but not
limited to economic, competitive, governmental, and technological factors affecting our operations, markets,
products, services and prices. Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance,
and actual results, developments and business decisions may differ from those envisaged by such forwardlooking statements. We identify the principal risks and uncertainties that affect our performance in our Form
10-K and other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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